Programmed cell death, proliferating cell nuclear antigen and p53 expression in mouse colon mucosa during diet-induced tumorigenesis
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1. Introduction

Western-style diets (WDs) trigger and sustain the early phases of tumorigenesis in mouse colon, and when continued throughout the life span lead to the development of dysplastic crypts. In order to evaluate the roles both of cell proliferation and programmed cell death (PCD) in WD-induced tumorigenesis, immunohistochemical detection of proliferating nuclear antigen (PCNA), in situ end labeling (TUNEL) of DNA breaks, and p53 protein were carried out in mouse colonic mucosa during prolonged feeding of two WDs. PCNA Labeling Index of colonic crypts was significantly higher in WD-treated animals than in controls only at the beginning of the nutritional study, the gap rapidly bridged by increased cell proliferation spontaneously occurring in the colonic mucosa during aging. A transient early homeostatic activation of PCD at the base of the crypt also was observed in WD groups. No changes in PCD were seen in the upper third of the crypt or in surface epithelium throughout the study, indicating that PCD in that colonic crypt segment produces a constant flux of cell loss, uninfluenced by homeostatic fluctuations. A major finding was an irreversible, progressive, age-related decline of PCD at the crypt base in both control and treated animals that occurred during the second half of the rodents’ life span. p53 protein was not immunohistochemically detected, suggesting that neither overexpression of wild-type nor mutated forms of the protein are involved in the above mentioned changes.
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by intermediate values in G2 and M [19]. PCNA is an effective molecular marker of cell proliferation, above all when used in immunohistochemistry of methanol-fixed tissues [11]. MIB1 antibody is even more effective than PCNA in detecting cycling cells [28], but it does not react with Ki-67 antigen in mouse nuclei [35].

One of the early events of PCD is the cleavage of nuclear DNA into oligonucleosome-sized fragments [38] which can be nick-end labeled in histological sections with biotinylated nucleotide, introduced by exogenous terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) and then stained using avidin-conjugated peroxidase (TUNEL technique) [13]. In situ labeling of DNA strand breaks detects a PCD-related phenomenon which is earlier and is thought to have a longer duration than apoptotic morphological changes: it is therefore supposed to amplify the possibility of identifying cells engaged in PCD [14].

PCD is an effective process aimed at regulating tissue homeostasis and deleting cells that have sustained irreversible genotoxic damage [18]. Functional p53 protein is required by cells with genotypic alterations to trigger their cell death program [5] or, alternatively, to inhibit progression through G1 into S phase [8]. In the mouse intestine, however, PCD is the prevailing p53-mediated response to genotoxic damage [6].

With this theoretical background, relationships of these biological processes were studied with PCNA and p53 immunohistochemistry, and with TUNEL technique performed in the WD-induced tumorigenesis model previously analyzed for histology.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Animals and diets

180 C75/BL6J mice (90 males and 90 females) at 3 weeks of age were fed AIN-76A semisynthetic control diet for 3 weeks for acclimatization and then randomly divided to ad libitum feeding of control diet (CD) (AIN-76A) or experimental diets simulating two WDs (high fat and phosphate, low calcium and vitamin D). American Blend Fat was used in WD A, corn oil in WD B. The components of the three diets are detailed in [29]. At 12, 19, 27, 52, 72 and 104 weeks after the start of the experimental feeding 10 animals (5 males and 5 females) in each experimental group were sacrificed. To avoid the interference of circadian variations in colonic cell proliferation, all animals were sacrificed between 8 and 9 AM.

2.2. Tissue specimens

The colons were removed and, in order to avoid artifacts in TUNEL staining [15], immediately fixed in 80% ethanol for 24 h. Cross sections of the descending distal colon with grossly normal appearing mucosa were taken and transferred to 95% ethanol for processing. The tissues were dehydrated in absolute ethanol and embedded in paraffin. Four-μm sections were dewaxed and rehydrated. Endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked by incubating the sections in 3% H2O2. At the end of the procedures, the slides were weakly counterstained with hematoxylin, dehydrated, clarified, mounted in Entellan (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), and examined under a standard light microscope. Immunostaining for PCNA was done with the PC 10 anti-PCNA Mab (Dako A/S, Glostrup, Denmark) diluted 1:50, followed by incubation with biotinylated antimumous immunoglobulins. The CM1 anti-p53 polyclonal rabbit antiserum (Biogenex, San Ramon, CA), reacting with wild-type and most mutant forms of p53 protein, was used for 60 min at RT after microwaving the sections at 700 W (2 × 5 min) in Antigen Retrieval Citra Solution (BioGenex, San Ramon, CA); incubation with biotinylated anti-rabbit immunoglobulins followed. The conventional peroxidase conjugated streptavidin was employed to show the reactions.

2.3. TUNEL

After digestion of nuclear proteins by proteinase K (Sigma BioSciences, St. Louis, MO), 20 μg/ml at RT for 5 min, the slides were immersed in TdT buffer (30 mM TRIZMA base, pH 7.2, 140 mM sodium cacodylate, 1 mM cobalt chloride). TdT 0.15 e.u./ml (Sigma Biosciences, St. Louis, MO) and Bio-11-dUTP (Enzo Diagnostic, Farmingdale, NY) in TdT buffer were then added to cover the sections, incubated for 60 min in a moist chamber at 37°C. The reaction was terminated by transferring the slides to TB buffer for 15 min at RT. The sections were then rinsed twice with DDBW for 3 min, covered with 2% acqueous solution of BSA for 10 min at RT, rinsed in DDBW, immersed in 0.01 M PBS pH 7.2 with Tween 20 for 5 min, covered and incubated with peroxidase conjugated streptavidin for 15 min at 37°C, rinsed in PBS with 0.1% Tween 20 and finally stained with diaminobenzidine solution for about 30 sec.
2.4. Scoring methods

Four hundred longitudinally oriented crypt columns were examined in each animal. All labeled nuclei were regarded as positive, irrespective of their staining intensity. Their number and distribution were evaluated by dividing each crypt column in three longitudinal compartments from the basal third of the colonic crypt (compartment 1) to the middle third (compartment 2) and the upper third reaching the mouth of the crypt, including the surface epithelium (compartment 3). The PCNA Labeling Index (LI), the p53 Index, and the TUNEL Index (i.e., the per cent ratio between labeled and total nuclei) were used to provide a quantitative assessment of the results in the whole crypt and in each compartment.

2.5. Statistics

Results were expressed as means ± SEM. Student’s test for unpaired data was primarily used to determine the significance of differences between the means of indices for the three groups of animals. Wilcoxon’s rank sum test was used when the data were abnormally distributed, as seen in the compartment 3. Statistical significance was assumed for $P < 0.05$.

3. Results

PCNA LI progressively increased in the whole crypt column, in compartment 1 and 2 (Figs 1A, 2A, 2B, respectively) during the first half of the rodents’ life span in CD fed mice, remarkably in the period 12–27 weeks. Such increase was not seen in WD groups where relatively high and stable PCNA LI values were already present at the beginning of the nutritional study: as a consequence significantly higher PCNA LIs characterized WD A and WD B groups compared to controls at 12 weeks. Since the TUNEL Index per column was mostly unmodified in all groups throughout the rodents’ life span (Fig. 1B), the only gap in PCNA LI/TUNEL Index ratio between CD and WD groups was noted at 12 weeks (Fig. 1C).

A significant but transient increase of TUNEL Index at the base of the crypt (compartment 1) was associated with WD feeding at 12 weeks (Fig. 3A).

The most striking event occurring at the base of the crypt was the progressive decrease of TUNEL Index in both control and treated animals, beginning from the 27th week (Fig. 3A). The percentages of decrease in compartment 1 TUNEL Index during the period 27–104 weeks were 80.65%, 87.54%, 78.48% for CD, WD A, WD B group, respectively, the major negative slope (−60% on the average) being in the middle of the rodents’ life span (27–52 weeks). These findings accompanied the development and progressive increase of atypical nuclei and whole crypt
dysplasia in the colon, which occurred in the same study [29].

No intergroup and intragroup significant variations were seen in both PCNA and TUNEL Indices in compartment 3 (Figs 2C and 3C).

p53 immunoreactivity was never detected, either in WD groups or in controls.

4. Discussion

Cell proliferation changes in the colonic mucosa are considered a hallmark of early premorphological stages of colonic tumorigenesis [26, p. 155]. Hyperproliferation induced by WDs in short term studies [24] corresponds to the high PCNA LI observed in this
study, in WD-treated groups during the first 12 weeks of feeding. Interestingly, the differences in PCNA LIs between WD groups and controls were rapidly cancelled by the spontaneous and progressive increase of cell proliferation in control animals, remarkably in compartment 2, during the period 12–52 weeks. Increased cell proliferation in the colonic mucosa in relation to age has also been previously observed in both rodents [17] and humans [30], and has to some extent been correlated with an age-related risk of cancer. In keeping with results in the present study, the effect of WDs on colonic mucosa was not the induction of a peak of hyperproliferation, but rather the anticipation and/or acceleration of an age-related up-regulation of cell proliferation.

In addition to DNA replication, PCNA has a role in several functions, among which DNA repair is well known [27,37]. As a consequence PCNA expression in this nutritional experiment could be linked with both DNA replication in proliferating cells and DNA repair of the WD-induced genotoxic damage. Hirose et al. [16] have shown that PCNA immunostaining of colonic epithelium after azoxymethane exposure depends both on DNA repair and cell proliferation. That does not seem to be the case in this investigation, however, since PCNA LIs are similar except at 12 weeks, in all groups, even at periods (19 weeks, 104 weeks) in which the mucosa harbours atypical nuclei in great number, these representing the morphological evidence of WD-induced DNA damage [29].

A significant imbalance between cell proliferation and cell death in the colonic mucosa has not been found in this model. The PCNA LI/TUNEL Index ratio were closely linked over a narrow range throughout the rodents’ life span in both WD groups, and values of this ratio paralleled controls, except at the beginning of the experiment. Since at that point PCD levels were roughly the same in all three groups, the low value of PCNA LI/TUNEL Index ratio in controls at the 12th week is ascribable to the absence of the WD-induced activation of proliferation, in accordance with the view that the first event induced by WDs is a derangement in cell-cycle regulation rather than PCD misregulation [29].

An increase in cell proliferation without an effective homeostatic response should lead to the expansion of tissue size. Effectively colon mucosal hyperplasia (i.e., the elongation of the crypt by increased number of epithelial cells in crypt columns) has been shown to occur, after WD treatment, in short-term studies [23] and, at the 12th week in the same mucosa investigated in the current study [29]. The mechanisms responsible for the spontaneous recovery of the steady state in the homeostatic trophism of the mucosa, which have not been previously elucidated, should be sought among the subtle alterations affecting PCD topographic distribution.

Although in this study PCD was almost constant in the whole colonic crypt [29], remarkable changes were seen when evaluating TUNEL Index in the different sectors of the crypt. A significant increase in the percentage of TUNEL positive cells at the base of the crypt was found in WD-treated animals, limited at the 12th week. Even if quantitatively inadequate to modify the PCNA LI/TUNEL Index ratio at that point, such a transient and localized activation of PCD is likely to be induced by DNA-damaged cells, since a clastogenic effect is exerted early by WDs in this nutritionally induced tumorigenesis [29]. The deletion of genetically aberrant cells also includes cells derived from abnormal symmetrical stem cell division at the base of the crypt. Normally, stem cell division is asymmetric [21] and the intervention of PCD on this perturbed system could act to prevent hyperplasia or to restore normal tissue size [33].

The activation of PCD at the crypt base was unaccompanied by any p53 immunoreactivity in the mucosa. There is evidence that spontaneous apoptosis in the crypt is p53-independent, whereas the apoptotic response following irradiation is p53-dependent [6]: in that case a significant increase in p53-positive nuclei occurs throughout the colonic crypt a few hours after irradiation [22], owing to the posttranslational stabilization of the p53 protein. The lack of p53 immunostaining in our model is consistent with the hypothesis that p53 protein is not involved in recognition of early DNA damage induced by WDs in colonic mucosa as well as in the subsequent PCD activation. It should be taken into account, however, that wild-type p53, different from the mutated counterpart, has a short half-life and is immunohistochemically detectable only if significantly overexpressed [2]: the clastogenic effect exerted by WD could be too scantly to elicit a p53 response above the immunodetection threshold. Nutritional experiments in p53 mutated mouse are required for the final explanation of this result.

No further differences in PCD distribution among the groups were seen, and in addition TUNEL Index in the various compartments of the crypt was coincident for treated and control animals at several points. In particular, at the upper third of the crypt and in the surface epithelium PCD levels were not modified throughout the entire duration of the experiment in all groups.
The different behaviours of PCD at the base and at the top of the crypt indicates different biological roles exerted by PCD in these sectors. In human colonic mucosa two different morphological patterns of apoptosis exist, “engulfment” and “extrusion” [33], localized at the base and at the luminal surface mucosa, respectively. Apoptotic activation in the basal regions is elicited by exposure to genotoxic or cytotoxic agents, whereas in the surface epithelium apoptosis is damage-independent, linked to cell senescence [25] and likely to be triggered and sustained by modifications occurring in enterocyte–cell matrix interactions [10, 34].

There is also mathematical evidence that apoptosis inside the crypt rather than shedding into the lumen from the surface epithelium, is the actual regulator of homeostasis in the gut [15]. According to Strater et al. [33], two distinct routes of apoptosis are available inside the colonic crypt; alternatively, a single apoptotic program could be hypothesized, which is under different temporal, microenvironmental, and genetic controls in the various sectors of the crypt [25, 33]. Taken together all these data support the unifying model suggested by Budz [4, p. 165] to explain the homeostatic control of the epidermal renewal: homeostasis is the result of the plastic and modulable balancing of the interactions between mitoses and apoptosis (“Regulated cell death”) in the stratum intermedium, whereas PCD in superficial, terminally differentiated and keratinized cells produces a constant cell loss uninfluenced by homeostatic fluctuations.

The striking and progressive decrease of PCD at the base of the crypt during the period 27–104 weeks was to some extent already observed in a previous study, as a fall of apoptotic cells in the middle of the rodent’s life span [29]. That phenomenon, occurring simultaneously with the onset of gross dysplastic lesions in the colon [29], was thought to allow the clonal expansion of cells bearing WD-induced DNA damage. The depletion of apoptotic/PCD activity occurred in the same manner in both control and treated animals and seemed therefore unrelated to the nutritional effects and linked to physiological events. The results of the current study further pinpoint a progressive and irreversible PCD decline, indicative of an age-related process. In effect, the aging process has been experimentally demonstrated to be the consequence of progressive failure of cells within an organism to retain sensitivity to apoptotic signals, and in vivo data suggest that PCD is less efficient with increasing age [36, p. 377]. Relationships between PCD and aging in human colon are not yet defined, although decreasing apoptosis with age in a Western population exposed to bile acids has been suggested [12].

Two major points differentiate the observed PCD and apoptosis attenuation. Fall of apoptotic cells was seen in compartment 2, i.e., in the middle third of the crypt, whereas the decrease of TUNEL positive cells was localized at the base. The duration of the apoptotic process, however, is unknown and cells engaged in apoptosis are simultaneously migrating toward the mucosal surface [25]; it is therefore possible that cells showing DNA breaks in compartment 1 could be morphologically identified as apoptotic only after their migration into compartment 2. The most remarkable divergence concerns the evolution of the two phenomena. In spite of the irreversible impairment of PCD, as shown here by the progressive decrease of TUNEL Index, the apoptotic function was rapidly and completely restored after a transient fall at 52 weeks [29]. Although the correlation between TUNEL positive and apoptotic cells turned out to be quite strong in human colon [32] it is well known that DNA fragmentation is not univocally linked with apoptosis [1, 31]. Not all the cells with DNA breaks proceed to morphological evidence of apoptosis, and 17–35% of apoptotic cells of intestinal crypt are TUNEL negative [25]. Basically, DNA fragmentation can be induced by radiation exposure, necrotic degradation, DNA isolation besides apoptosis [1, 9, 25]; on the other hand apoptosis can be activated and substained in the absence of internucleosomal DNA cleavage [7]. The results of the current study, showing a preserved apoptotic function in the presence of impaired DNA fragmentation, suggest that a physiological shift occurs, in the middle of rodents’ life span, from nuclear endonuclease, to a different and unknown mechanism of activation of apoptosis.

In conclusion, our results indicate that Western-style diets induce early up-regulation of mucosal cell proliferation, accompanied by a homeostatic, p53-independent increase of PCD at the base of the crypt. Of major importance, an age-related progressive decrease of PCD in the same crypt segment is a salient feature during the later half of the rodents’ life span, as tumorigenic WD-induced dysplasia appears and accumulates in the colonic mucosa. The PCD above, however, cannot be used as an intermediate biomarker of colonic tumorigenesis since it is present to the same extent in both controls and WD groups. Nevertheless, changes in PCD topographic distribution have been described in the mucosa of patients with familial adenomatous polyposis [3]. Further investigations are required to verify if these changes are specifically linked with a familial rather than a dietary pathway of colorectal tumorigenesis [20].
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